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Objective
We report on the development and application of a procedure for annotating non-manual markers in question sentences in experimentally 

obtained data from Sign Language of the Netherlands (NGT), using ELAN Linguistic Annotator.
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*For more on experimental design:

Research question
Polar questions in sign languages: typically marked by raised

eyebrows (e.g. Zeshan 2004)
But: we know that there is also variation (e.g. Coerts 1992; De Vos

et al. 2009 for NGT)

Bias can influence question form:
• Do you have a car?
• Don’t you have a car?
• You have a car, don’t you?

How does bias influence question form in NGT?
• Can it account for (some of) the variation in eyebrow position?
• Which other NMM mark bias?
• And which manual markers may indicate bias?

2.

The experiment*
Two kinds of bias manipulated:
• Original speaker bias prior to conversational context
• Contextual evidence provided in conversational context

Production experiment
• Loosely based on Domaneschi et al. (2017; sentence selection

task)
• Target questions elicited in role-play setting with two

confederates who introduce original speaker bias and
contextual evidence

Participants: 6 deaf native/early signers of NGT

Experimental conditions:

• Seven conditions; five items per condition = 35 target
questions per signer

• 210 target questions annotated, plus baseline questions and
declaratives
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3.

Creating the annotation guidelines and data annotation
1. Development
• Separate tiers for different non-manual (and manual) features
• Inspired by Facial Action Coding System (Ekman et al. 2002;

see Pendzich 2020 for application to sign language), but
adapted & extended to fit linguistic purposes of the study

2. Evaluation
• 18 items annotated by two coders
• Discussion of annotations led to changes in guidelines

3. Inter-rater reliability
• 20% of the data annotated by both coders (for non-manual

features only)
• Tier-by-tier comparison
• Generally reasonable degrees of agreement; some issues

with eyebrows (label ‘raised-low’), eyeshape (‘full’ vs. ‘half’
squint/wide open eyes), and head-y (‘up’/‘down’)

4. Data annotation
• Remaining 80% annotated by ‘master coder’, including for

relevant mouthings and manual markers
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Upshot and outlook
Currently ongoing: qualitative & frequency analysis

Expectations:
• Clusters of non-manual markers express bias: Different

combinations of original speaker bias and contextual evidence
are associated with different patterns/combinations of non-
manual markers
→ Not necessarily a one-to-one mapping

• Individual variation: preferences for different markers used
for the same functions?
→ E.g. head forward vs. body forward

• The annotation scheme we developed can be used in similar
studies in other grammatical domains in sign languages, as well
as studies of visual communication more generally
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An example  
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